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1.0 Strategic direction 

l.llntroduction 

The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment's purpose is to grow the New Zealand 
economy to provide a better standard of living for all New Zealanders. Our target is to increase New 
Zealanders' real household income by 40 per cent by 2025. We have three supporting targets: 

• helping businesses to be more competitive- doubling labour productivity growth to two per cent 
per year and increasing the value of exports to 40 per cent of gross domestic product 

• improved job opportunities for all- unemployment falls below four per cent 

• making housing more affordable- lowering the ratio of housing costs to income. 

Grow NZ for all 

MORE 
COMPETITIVE 
BUSINESSES 

Double labour 
productivity growth 

Increase exports/GOP ratio to 40% 

JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR ALL 

Unemployment 
under4% 

AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING 

Lower ratio ot housing 
costs to Income 

TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE GROWTH FOR ALL WE AIM TO OEUVER: 

' uusted. comptuuveM'IOWd·r~te<l~ts 

• Ski td a no sare workplJC:es 
, ln'IOroYt<l buSrntss ~t-ty ll'ld hlghtr ttvt4s or lnnov;auon 

, rd&ablt ln1r.strunurt 

, re-sponsible ~nt of n•turll resowcf'S 

) sate-, htalt.hy and affordlble hOmes and bUUd1ngs 

) Df'()dUCtlvt lnCS tuCUSSfut pe()()tt, COrr'WnUI"UbH ~d f~IOnS 

, VnPfO\If'dU'It~~ nowsof~. ldtu, ~Stml!ntiOO~ 

Over the next four years, our focus is on delivering on the Government's priorities as well as a large 
business-as-usual programme, while ensuring we make progress towards the bold targets we have 
set ourselves. 

At the same time, we continue to build our Ministry. This will include the ongoing integration and 
development of our systems and capability as well as the completion of the major change 
programmes underway in several areas of the organisation. To guide this process the Ministry has an 
organisational development strategy provided in draft (refer to appendix three). This builds on our 
organisational culture and our operating model. It strengthens our ability to implement our strategic 
initiatives and achieve sustainable growth. 
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1.2 Strategic direction t delivering government priorities and 

expectations  

Our operating environment 

To achieve our targets we must adapt to our environment t the global operating environment for 

business is rapidly changing.  Policy-u�l���[�µv������v�]vP�}(�Z}Á��v��ÁZÇ���}v}u]��P�}Á�Z���l���

place is also changing.  

The world economy is much more integrated.   Key developing countries and other small developed 

economies are experiencing a rapid catch-up and integration into the global economy. Financial 

markets have rapidly globalised. Multi-internationals are larger and production value chains more 

fragmented. Changes in technology and innovation (particularly information and communication 

technologies) continue to drive long-term growth and development. This growth is accompanied by 

substantial investments in the skills and education of people as well as the ever-increasing returns to 

those people with skills.  

Some elements of these environmental changes are very positive for New Zealand. In particular our 

growth opportunities may come from: export market diversification, greater investment in 

technology which has opened up new markets and sources of knowledge, and the growing demand 

for traditional primary products from developing countries. In thinking about optimising our 

opportunities, we must also consider that New Zealand is both small and distant from other markets 

creating challenges. These include: 

x limited domestic competitive pressures for firms to become more productive 

x limited scope for them to build economies of scale domestically  

x difficulties in building economies of scale through expansion in foreign markets. 

���}��]vP��}�]v���v��]}v�o�v}�u�U�E�Á����o�v�[���µ�]v�����vÀ]�}vu�v��Z���u�vÇ�}(��Z�����µ��µ��o�

policies in place required to create higher incomes (such as product market regulation and labour 

market flexibility). OECD analysis suggests E�Á����o�v�[�����µ�o�]v�}u���������}µv��ðì�������v��

lower than our policy settings would suggest they should be. 

Given New Zealand does not fit the international norms, focussing on sound structural policies alone 

are not sufficient to create the conditions for a high-performing economy.   

Our contribution 

As the lead business-facing government agency with a large service delivery function, we have 

significant scope to link our policy and operational activity to develop and implement well-targeted 

initiatives. 

The Ministry brings together many of the central government policy and operational organisations 

that are at the core of microeconomic policy and strategy such as innovation and technology, skills, 

immigration, capital markets, and infrastructure, intellectual property rights and procurement. We 

are therefore well-placed to provide leadership and drive the policies needed, to ensure New 

Zealand reaches its full economic potential.  

To help businesses succeed we can coordinate the provision of skills, knowledge and productive 

relationships to grow t from a single ministry rather than multiple agencies. As the Ministry matures, 

so will our ability to make the most of our size and scope. We can help effect greater economic 

growth by using our broad domestic and global presence and through expanding our understanding 

of businesses markets and sectors. This can only strengthen over the next four years. 



To ensure we have focused our efforts and drive our performance over the next four years, we have 
developed a strategy system to bring discipline to the way we identify opportunities and direct 
investment to meet our targets. The system is bringing order to the way we prioritise across areas 
where we provide policy advice. It runs on a six-monthly cycle to ensure we have the key strategic 
conversations at the right time with the right people, and check that the programmes that are 
priority remain on schedule. 

Through this approach we have identified a portfolio of 13 priority programmes. These are key 
interventions that support ministerial priorities and our outcomes, and if successfully delivered, will 
make a significant difference to our targets and the way we operate. These are significant pieces of 
work that in some cases will take a number of years to make an impact on growing New Zealand as 
outlined in the following diagram: 

Our portfolio of priority programmes 

1. Increasing the contribution of the skills, science and Innovation systems 

2. Building a world class heath and safety regime 

3. Rebuilding Canterbury 

4. Increasing Auckland 's contribution to the economy & Improving outcomes for Aucklanders' 

s. Building well-function ing housing and construction markets 

6. Responsible development of petroleum and minerals 

7. Maximising net economic value from NZ' s relationship w ith China 

8. Deliver He Kal Kel Aku Ring a - Crown Maori Economic Development Partnership 

g. Delivering end to end excellence across all MBIE' s regulatory systems 

Delivering value from the business of government 

flexibility & lower cost of Immigration services 

11 . Deliver on BPS 9 {&support delivery of BPSlO) 

Building a high performing MBIE 

12. lm roved Information for decision makl~ 

13. Making It easler to do business In MBIE 

Our accountability processes help us hold ourselves to account for delivery. By mid-2014 our 
research and evaluation work programme will have been reviewed and refreshed. We will know 
then how strong our ability is to directly attribute the impact of each of these programmes to our 
overall targets. 

Government priorities 

The Government has outlined four strategic priorities to help deliver a stronger and more 
prosperous New Zealand: 

• building a more productive and competitive economy 

• delivering better public services within tight financial constraints 

• rebuilding Christchurch 

• responsibly managing the Government's finances. 

The Ministry has a key role to play in relation to each of the Government's priorities and much of the 
portfolio of priority programmes directly related to them. 
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Building a more productive and competitive economy 

As the primary government agency for business, we have maintained a major role in leading, 

�}}��]v��]vP��v����o]À��]vP��Z��'}À��vu�v�[���µ�]v����'�}Á�Z��P�v��X�dZ]��]���Z��'}À��vu�v�[��

key vehicle for building a more productive and competitive economy through an integrated 

programme focusing on six key inputs that businesses need to succeed, grow, and add jobs. These 

are t Export Markets, Capital Markets, Innovation, Skilled and Safe Workplaces, Natural Resources 

and Infrastructure. 

We are the lead agency on three of the six workstreams, Capital Markets, Safe and Skilled 

Workplaces and Innovation, and working with Treasury we coordinate the delivery of the 

programme of cross-government actions across the six work streams. We are also working with 

Treasury to help Government identify and articulate the future direction of the Business Growth 

Agenda. 

Our work over the next four years, feeds into the Business Growth Agenda through our strategic 

priorities and business as usual programmes. This includes: 

x promoting the development of innovative, skilled and safe workplaces t including programmes to 

increase the economic contribution of the skills, science and innovation system and build a world-

class health and safety regime, as well as through the Immigration New Zealand Vision 2015 to 

bring the best people to New Zealand 

x facilitating the development of infrastructure t including building well-functioning housing and 

construction markets 

x promoting the responsible development of natural resources t including a programme to 

accelerate the responsible development of petroleum and mineral extraction 

x supporting the development of export markets t including a programme to maximise the net 

��}v}u]��À�oµ��(�}u�E�Á����o�v�[����o��]}v�Z]��Á]�Z��Z]v�X�� 

Our Crown entity partners, especially New Zealand Trade and Enterprise and Tourism New Zealand, 

also feed into the Business Growth Agenda and we are seeking to further improve the linkages in 

future.    

We also have a strong commitment �}��Z���µ�]v����'�}Á�Z��P�v��[����}��-�µ��]vP��Z�u��}(�D�}�]�

economic development through our lead support role of He Kai Kei Aku Ringa t the Crown-D�}�]�

Economic Development Partnership. This programu�����l���}�]u��}À��D�}�]���}v}uic 

performance by helping lift the use and value of the D�}�] economic asset base.  

Our Pacific Economic Strategy is in development and will be completed in early 2014. This will help 

��À�v���E�Á����o�v�[��������P]���v����}v}u]��]v��������(}��W��](]� people, both in New Zealand and 

the Pacific region.  Harnessing the thinking of academics, key Pacific leaders, business leaders, and 

public sector leaders will ensure the strategy is correctly targeted to achieve maximum benefit. 

There is also a regional lens to our work on the BGA. This is demonstrated through our programme 

to support the rebuilding of the Canterbury region which itself is a Government priority. Our regional 

work also includes increasing Auckland's contribution to the economy and to the outcomes for 

Aucklanders, as well as overseeing the development of new regional economic iniatives.
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Delivering better public services within tight financial constraints 

The Government is focused on delivering improved frontline services, reduced costs, and better 

results for New Zealanders. It has set 10 specific results that it has challenged the public service to 

achieve over the next four years. 

The Ministry is making a significant contribution to delivering better public services. We are leading 

work on Result Area Nine: New Zealand businesses have a one-stop online shop for all government 

advice and support they need to run and grow their business. With our partners we maintain the 

overview of the all-of-government action plan to support Result Area 10: New Zealanders can 

complete their transactions with government easily in a digital environment. The transformation of 

the customer interface of Immigration New Zealand through Vision 2015 also directly contributes to 

this result area. This large programme will be completed within the timeframe of this plan. All three 

of these areas of work are discussed in more detail on page nine and have a high level of synergy 

Á]�Z��Z��D]v]���Ç[��P}�o��}�increase real household income 40 per cent by 2025. 

Our work in housing and skills also supports the delivery of: 

x Result Area Three: reduce the incidence of children with rheumatic fever 

x Result Area Five: increase the proportion of 18-year-olds with NCEA level 2 or equivalent 

qualification  

x Result Area Six: increase the proportion of 25 to 34-year-olds with advanced trade 

qualifications, diplomas and degrees.  

Rebuilding the Canterbury region 

The Canterbury rebuild is the biggest economic undertaking in E�Á����o�v�[��Z]��}�Ç. As the 

G}À��vu�v�[��o������}v}u]����À�o}�u�v���P�v�ÇU��Z��D]v]���Ç�Z�����lead facilitation role in the 

economic recovery of the Canterbury region over the next four years, as we also have a role as a 

government regulator and contributor to social recovery. Our work in the Canterbury region 

includes:  

x helping business sectors return to market 

x encouraging the use of innovation to increase productivity and competitiveness of businesses 

in the region 

x supporting the recovery of the built environment, in particular the vertical/social 

infrastructure including influencing the safety of the rebuild 

x ensuring the physical rebuild has the right balance of time and cost while building sustainable 

productivity of the construction sector and establishing a procurement centre of expertise  

x providing advice and services to support and facilitate the efficient functioning of the labour 

market, which includes influencing the right workforce mix (including migrant workers) at the 

right time to up-skill the existing workforce 

x ensuring there is the right mix of housing supply and residential rebuild activity including 

required temporary worker accommodation and succession into housing stock, affordable 

housing, mix of public and private investment, and affordable housing.  
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Z���}v�]�oÇ�u�v�P]vP��Z��'}À��vu�v�[��(]v�v��� 

We will play our part to help the Government manage its finances through our work to increase our 

efficiency and effectiveness through a high-performing Ministry.  This work is outlined in the next 

two sections. 

The Ministry is leading the work to improve government procurement practices and make 

government processes for contracting with businesses simpler and clearer. Our Chief Executive is 

mandated by government to be a functional leader for procurement services.  We are committed to 

improving the overall cost-effectiveness of government expenditure. We are also active participants 

in all-of-government initiatives to develop greater sharing of corporate services. 

Our procurement work generates greater value for every taxpayer dollar spent across the public 

sector. Streamlining systems and working across government, there is an estimated $350 million in 

savings expected to be delivered for contracts established between 2010 and 2012. 

Z��]}v�o]���]}v�}(��Z��D]v]���Ç[��(µv��]}v���v���}v�}o]���]}v�}(��µ��oÇ��}v������U��µ�Z�����Z� 

amalgamation of the travel booking contract continues to be a priority, as is our property 

consolidation work. This includes moving all Wellington head office staff to a single location and 

working with other agencies to identify opportunities to share office space in the regions. 

Government expectations t realising the benefits of the Ministry[� establishment  

The Government set out clear expectations about the benefits to be realised from the formation of 

the Ministry. These are to:  

x create a more consistent and effective regulatory environment for, and service delivery to, 

business 

x realise efficiencies through increased synergies, reduced duplication and fragmentation 

x reduce the complexity of developing and integrating advice across a number of areas. 

To meet these expectations over the next four years we must have a sharp focus on results, we must 

continually improve the way we deliver services, carry out our regulatory responsibilities, and 

develop our policies, to manage our costs. This means clearly identifying what we are trying to 

achieve, and holding ourselves accountable for achieving it.  

The development of a clear agreed purpose, along with targets and supporting indicators to assess 

our progress, has helped us to maintain this focus and will help us manage our costs over the next 

four years and beyond. Strengthening our evaluation and research capacity will also be important. 

Better measurement and evidence will ensure that all our major programmes, regulation and 

services are contributing to our purpose and targets and identify whether they are cost-effective. 

This will be a focus through this four year plan. 

Increasing value from policy advice 

We are working to realise more value from our policy resource, through such things as: 

x grouping related areas of policy to support the development of integrated policy advice, flexible 

resource allocation and sharper prioritisation 

x building policy capability across the organisation 

x building strong links between our policy and service delivery functions (including where service 

delivery is through Crown entities) 

x starting to use policy priorities to drive the way we prioritise our research work. 
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Over time, as the fiscal position tightens, we will need to engage with Ministers to ensure that our 

policy work programmes are sized appropriately in relation to the available resource. Sharp 

prioritisation will be central to realising maximum value from our policy work, ideally prioritising 

against P}À��vu�v�[��}À���oo���]}�]�]���~�v���oo}���]vP����}µ�������}��]vPoÇ����(}�����]}�]�]�]vP�

within individual portfolios. 

Consistent and effective regulatory frameworks 

During the next four years the Ministry intends to unify and strengthen its regulatory framework to 

deliver more consistent and effective regulatory systems t given the Ministry has primary 

responsibility for designing and overseeing at least 16 regulatory systems, and significant 

responsibilities in relation to many more. A few of the regulatory systems that the Ministry now has 

primarily responsibility for have had systemic failures in recent years (health and safety, building 

standards and financial market regulation) and it is critical that lessons learnt from these failures are 

used to strength our regulatory framework. 

The Ministry has established a portfolio programme to assess the end-to-end performance of all of 

our regulatory systems.    The primary objectives for the Regulatory Systems Performance 

programme are to ensure that the Ministry has robust processes to know whether the regulatory 

�Ç���u��]�[������}v�]�o��(}���������forming well, by: 

x systematically identifying the best elements of regulatory practice from individual regulatory 

�Ç���u�U��v���Æ��v�]vP��Z}��������]�������}����oo��Z����Pµo��}�Ç��Ç���u���Z���]�[������}v�]�o��(}� 

x applying robust processes to identify and respond to opportunities to improve regulatory system 

performance and risks. 

In addition, the Ministry has established a portfolio programme which brings together our work to 

build a world-class health and safety regulatory system in support of the Governmen�[�����P���}(�

reducing serious injuries and fatalities in the workplace by at least 25 per cent by 2020.  This 

�}��(}o]}���}P��uu�����l���}�����vP�Z�v�E�Á����o�v�[��Z��o�Z��v����(��Ç��Ç���u��Ç�]u�o�u�v�]vP�

^t}�l]vP�^�(��_�- �Z��'}À��vu�v�[������}��Z��}����ressing issues with the New Zealand health and 

safety system. This includes:  

x establishing WorkSafe New Zealand 

x completion of the Government response to the Pike River Royal Commission 

x implementing a new health and safety regulatory regime 

x lifting capability to support the health and safety system 

x establishing a goal to reduce fatalities and serious injuries in workplaces by at least 10 per cent by 

2016, which will also contribute to the D]v]���Ç[� goals of improved labour productivity and 

participation. 

Strong service delivery 

The Ministry has a strong service delivery function across New Zealand with over half of the Ministry 

outside Wellington and around 11.5 per cent of our staff based off-shore. Our front line service 

component ranges from our labour inspectorate to immigration services and other direct services to 

business. Over the next four years we will continue to build and develop an agile, responsive and 

efficient service delivery model with simplified processes, increased online access, and greater 

partnership with business. 

We are focused on improving the services we provide to our customers while delivering better value 

for taxpayers[ money. Work underway for completion over the next four years includes: 



• our priority programme of Vision 2015 for Immigration New Zealand, which includes: 

o implementing a global service delivery model which rationalises our network of local offices, 
outsources the visa application receipt functions and centralises processing. This is being done 
to enable us to be more agile, extend our reach into global markets to support the goals of 
bringing the best people to New Zealand (skilled workers, investors, students, tourists) and to 
ensure maximum economic impact from immigration. 

o the new Immigration Global Management System (IGMS), a major technology project ($105 
million of capital expenditure), replaces our ageing computer systems. When it is fully 
operational, it will simplify the visa application process and provide a self-service, online 
channel for visa applicants and employers. 

Implementing the Vision 2015 programme will also reduce the annual operating costs of 

immigration services on an ongoing basis by around $22m from 2018/19. 

• our priority programme to deliver on Better Public Services Result Area Nine (and support the 
delivery of Result Area 10). This work aims to lower the cost to firms and citizens of interacting 
with government. The programme includes delivering the New Zealand Business Number 
initiative and integrating business registration processes. Over time, the programme will identify 
and assess other initiatives for transforming government engagement with business and will 
build on our work to shift towards online services. 

• improvements to our dispute resolution services delivery 

• improvements to the way we process transactions and grants. 

The comprehensive process to build a high-performing Ministry will be completed over the next four 
years. Each phase is shown in the diagram below. 

Transit ion (Shape) - Building the 
fo undation 

Senior Leadership Team bedded in 

Governance Committees estab lished 

Ministry's principle s and character 
implemented 

13 priority programmes ident ified 

MBIE operating mode l developed 

Single HR system people and capabili ty 
plan developed (September 2014) 

Workforce strategy developed 
(September 2014) 

Single ICT system implemented 
(May 2014) 

Strategic Finance Plan implemented 
(March 2014) 

Statut ory ent it ies governance 
framew ork developed (June 2014) 

Staff capab il ity I capacity ba lance about 
right - fi t for purpose 

Portfolio of priority programmes 
de livered and new ident ified 

Balanced financia l out look 

FTEs wit hin Cap 

Vision 2015 implemented 

While business as usual has been delivered without significant service failure there remain several 
infrastructural and system challenges. Over 2014, the finalisation of our single payroll and finance 
systems will strengthen our ability to forecast and manage our business. The remaining transition 
costs which include redundancies, write-offs and system costs will be complete by 30 June 2014. 
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Streamlining our financial systems  

We are currently on track to meet our targeted efficiency gains of    �            through economies 

of scale and improvements in processes and systems. However, we will need to look for ongoing 

savings to help address our ongoing cost pressures. Many of these savings will come from the 

process improvements we will make to our service delivery and from rationalising and consolidating 

internal services and systems described above. 

  

The Finance Management System will be enhanced. Our Strategic Finance Plan is due in the first 

quarter of 2014 which will provide a more robust forward À]�Á�}(��Z��D]v]���Ç[��(]v�v�]�o��}�]�]}vU�

allow greater reprioritisation and provide a stronger vehicle to manage our cost pressures.  Our cost 

allocation model is in the early stages of development. When fully operational it will enable 

managers to better manage their budgets, and allow resources to be moved to areas of high priority. 

This will be a significant shift since our last four year plan. 

dZ��D]v]���Ç[��(µv�]vP������u�������������}À���íî�s}���U�with 181
1
 appropriations across 14 

Ministerial portfolios. We have begun to reduce this complexity by prioritising consolidating Vote 

Commerce with Vote Consumer Affairs and Vote Economic Development with Vote Employment. 

This will be an ongoing process over future budget rounds. 

Managing our headcount and pay scales are key components of cost management. We will fill more 

vacancies with permanent staff, reduce turnover, and reduce numbers of temporary staff.  A strong 

stable workforce will help us build a strong Ministry. This does not mean necessarily driving our FTE 

numbers right up to full complement as we want to maintain flexibility.                             

                                                                                                

                                                                                                  

Rationalising employment agreements and conditions will help us have a firm and fair base for our 

staff and managers to operate from. Different salary and wage levels which were inherited from our 

four legacy agencies will be addressed through the development of a remuneration strategy in 

conjunction with recruitment and retention policies. 

A progressive information and communication technology (ICT) programme 

The Ministry has had success in streamlining its services to customers, investing in information 

technology will assist in focusing on high value activities to improve efficiency and reduce costs. 

Work continues towards a single ICT infrastructure for the Ministry. All of the Ministry will be on the 

Foundation Network and have access to a single electronic document and records management 

system by May 2014. By that time over one million documents from former agencies will be on the 

document management system and migration of remaining documents will be completed later in 

the year. There is now one intranet across the Ministry and work continues to further rationalise the 

D]v]���Ç[���Æ���v�o�Á���]�����}�ensure they are secure and contain the right information. 

Stronger, more consistent approach with our Crown entity partners 

The work of Crown entities is particularly critical for many of our outcomes and we are collaborating 

with them to align our efforts.  The Ministry provides a single platform for the development of 

strategic partnerships with the 29 Crown entities it monitors and/or funds through non-

                                                

1 174 Appropriations (counting MOCAS as one each) plus seven more which were approved but will not be included until MBU. 

 

[7]

[7]
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departmental appropriations.  ����v�]Æ�î�}µ�o]v���Z}Á���}Áv��v�]�]���o]vl��}��Z��D]v]���Ç[��

outcome framework.  

The Ministry recognises the potential value in having a common framework for, and taking a more 

consistent approach to, working with its Crown entities.  Our recently established Crown Entities 

Governance business unit will increase the efficienci���}(��Z��D]v]���Ç[��u}v]�}�]vP�����}��Z�����Z��

Ministry matures.  

The focus on specific Crown entities depends on the development stage of the entity and associated 

�]�l���v��}��}��µv]�]��X�dZ��D]v]���Ç[��u}v]�}�]vP�Á}�l�Á]�Z��Z��(}oo}Á]vP��v�]�]���Á]oo�(ocus in 

particular on: 

x WorkSafe New Zealand t the establishment of the organisation and supporting it to deliver its 

immediate and strategic objectives 

x Standards Council t improving services, while ensuring a smooth transition (subject to legislative 

change) to an independent statutory board 

x Callaghan Innovation t consolidation and addressing risks around supply of new services, 

generation of revenue and recruitment of staff 

x New Zealand Trade and Enterprise t a strategy refresh to determine how and where it should 

focus its efforts for greatest impact   

x AgResearch t major investment required to refresh their infrastructure 

x Commerce Commission and Financial Markets Authority t any financial sustainability issues 

arising from additional responsibilities associated with legislative change 

x Tourism New Zealand t ensuring value from an additional $29.5 million investment 

x Electricity Authority t ensuring focus on measures to enhance retail market competition 

x  EECA t transitioning away from a grants-based programme to one based on alternative 

methods to bring about a change in business attitudes to energy efficiency. 

 

  



2.0 Our organising principles 

2.1 Our operating model 

Our intended results are challenging. They are unlikely to be achieved without developing new and 
innovative ways of working. We have developed a new operating model designed to support a 
results focus, continuously improve the way we deliver services and carry out our regulatory 
responsibilities. It identifies what we are trying to achieve, empowers our people to deliver while 
holding ourselves accountable. The operating model is embodied in our overall organisational 
development strategy which is attached as appendix 3. 

Our character 

Our organisational character guides the way we work and can be summarised as follows: 

SHAPE 

Shape -we shape the agenda 

by challenging the status 

quo, and by generating and 

adopting new ideas, to bring 

those ideas to life. 

COLLABORATE 

Collaborate- we support 

each other, engage early and 

proactively partner in pursuit 

of shared goals. 

DELIVER 

Deliver - we have a can do 

attitude, take ownersh ip, act 

with purpose, urgency and 

discipl ine, take calcu lated 

risks, celebrate success and 

learn as we go. 

We apply this operating model to all our core activities and use a 'tight-loose-tight' leadership style 
which means that we: 

• set sharp, clear expectations (tight) 

• trust and empower our people to deliver (loose) 

• hold ourselves to account (tight). 

We are committed to working collaboratively, in particular with our Crown entity partners and other 
government agencies, local government, businesses, industry, sector, union and employer groups, 
consumer groups, Maori leaders, and scientists. 

The business community is very important to us. Over the next year we will put a much greater focus 
on building our links with the business leaders and deepening our understanding of its concerns and 
priorities. In particular we will increase our effectiveness at engaging with, and delivering advice and 
services to Maori business leaders and owners. 
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2.2 Our outcome framework 

We have challenging targets which we are committed to delivering. All of our outcomes link to our 
targets. 

Vi 
"' 0 

"' > 
CD 
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Grow New Zealand for all 

Double labour productivity growth to 2% per annum 

• Increase exports to 40% of GOP 

Job opportunit ies 
for all , reflected 

i n unemployment 

beiOW4% 

Improved housing 
affordability, reflected 

in a lower ratio of 
Income to housing costs 

SUPPORTING INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES 

ADDinONAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS KEY WORK PRIORinES 

TRUSTED, COMPETITIVE AND WELL-FUNCTIONING MARKETS 

Improve New Zealand's global competitiveness 

Reduce business cost of dealing with Government 

Improve the regulatory environment for buslnesses Including 
small businesses 

Lead programme to transform government services for business 

Lead progl'3mme to reform government procurement 

SKILLED AND SAFE WORKPLACES 

Increase In proportion of workers In Skilled Jobs 

Decrease In proportion of empfoyers having difficulty finding Skilled staff 

Reduce by 2 5% fatalities and serious lnjurfes by 2020 

SlgnUkantly Improve workplace health and safety In particular 
by Implementing recommendations from the Pike Rfver Royal 
Commission and the Independent Review on Workplace Health 
and Safety 

IMPROVED BUSINESS CAPABILITY AND HIGHER LEVELS OF INNOVAnON 

Increase business expenditure on R&D to 1% of GOP 

Maintain the number of scientific and technical articles published per year 

Integrate the skills, science and Innovation, and business 
devek)pment systems 

RELIABLE INFRASTRUCTURE AND RESPONSIBLE DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

Achieve high speed connectivity for people, businesses and schools 

Progress towards 90% renewable electricity generation by 202 5 

Grow production of petroleum llquk1s and petroleum gas 

Improve access to highwspeed communications services 

Promote opportunities In the resources sector 

SAFE. HEALTHY AND AFFORDABLE HOMES AND BUILDINGS 

Improve social housing Ortve Improvements to the housing mar11.et 

PRODUCnVE AND SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE, COMMUNmES AND REGIONS 

Increase job participation overall and for vulnerable groups 

Achieve strategy targets for M3ori 

Achieve strategy targets for Canterbury 

Improve the contribution of M.1ori to the economy 

Support the revltaHsatlon of Christchurch by supporting CERA 
across all Its work-streams 

IMPROVED INTERNATIONAL FLOWS OF PEOPLE,IDEAS, INVESTMENT AND TRADE 

Improve levels of migrant Investment 

Increase contribution from lnternatkmal students and tourists 

Improve the economic contribution of New Zea land's economy 
from tourists, International students and migrant Investors 

PRIORmES SUPPORTING ALLINTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES 

Provide dear and compelling leadership aaoss the pubUc sector to help the govemmentset and Implement an ambitious business growth agenda 

Bund the Ministry In to an In tegrated and hlghwperformlng organisation 

Note: CERA a canterbury EarthQuake Recovery Authority; GOP a gross domestic product; R&D a research and development. 



2.3 Financial summary 

The Ministry 12 Votes, 1812 appropriations and 14 Ministerial portfolios. This is a complex 
arrangement which the Ministry will rationalise through an ongoing process over the next four 
years. 

Summary of financial impact 

A summary of the Ministry's operating expenditure, based on the October 2013 Baseline Update, is 

shown below: 

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 

($0.000m) ($0.000m) ($0.000m) 

Departmental 608.388 557.251 537.867 

Non departmental 3,683 .165 3,605 .206 3,645.506 

Current operating expenditure baseline 4,291.553 4,162.457 4,183.373 

The breakdown of our appropriations is represented as follows: 

Appropriat ions under MBIE (2013114 Year ) 

Non
Departmental 

$m 3,683 .2 

Key point : 12 Votes. 
172 Outputs (excluding 
capital) and a mix of 
crown and fee funding 
means that fi nancial 
management is complex 

Figure!l il re o poeratin.gexpend ib.J re il nd 
IN !i@d on ~ 201408U foc th£. 20 13J14 )'1! il r 

o~-----
Departmental 

$m 608.4 

Non - Departmental 

Tourism 
$m 1 26.1 

2016/17 2017/18 

($0.000m) ($0.000m) 

518.390 515.384 

3,631.292 3,551.100 

4,149.682 4,066.484 

r----Consumer 

Comm erce 

Affairs 

Sm 7.0 

Employment 
Sm 12.3 

$m 76.4 (Regulation 
& enforcement) 

DeYelopment 

251. 5 (Various 

growth & 

de~elopment {und5) 

Energy 
173 .0 (Warm Up 

NZ, governance & 
market operations) 

Total 

($0.000m) 

2,737.280 

18,116.269 

20,853.549 

2 
174 Appropriations (counting the MOCAS as one each) plus seven appropriations which have been approved but will not be included 

until MBU 2015. 
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Financial implications of the D]v]���Ç[��four year plan 

The table below summarises the financial implications of expected cost pressures and new budget 

bids for departmental and non-departmental activities over the next four financial years.   

  
                                              

                              

                                                            

                                                                     

                                                                    

             �                                                             

                 �                                                                

                                                

         
                                              

                                                      

                                                                              

                                                                                  

                                                                            

                                                                                      

 

New budget initiatives 

All bids are noted in the plan so they are not precluded from further discussion by ministers at this 

early stage. The detailed table of initiatives is on page 24. Points to consider on specific bids in the 

order they appear in the table are as follows: 

�                                                                                            

                                                                                        

                                                                                             

�                                                �                                                

�                                                                                            

                                                                                             

                                                                                        

                                       

�                                                                                        

                                                                                           

                                    

�                                                                                               

         

�                                                                                                 

                                                                                       

        

�                                                                                            

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
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� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �                                                   

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                 

                                                                

 

                                                                                                  

                                                                                               

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �                                                        

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                 

                                                                                           

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �              

                                                                                               

                          

                                                                              

                         
        

     

        

     

        

     

        

     

        

     

      

     

                                                             

                                                                    

                                                  

                                                                    

                                                                         

              

                                                                    

                                                                  

                                                          

                                                                     

 

The four year plan documents a comprehensive list of budget initiatives and cost pressures that have 

been identified for the Ministry over the period.  While the development of the plan has enabled us 

to develop a better understanding of our financial situation, information is still imperfect and we 

have yet to fully debate internally or with the Ministers the trade-offs necessary to achieve the plan. 

The priorities will be refined with Ministers though Budget and Statement of Intent discussions, 

while we further refine our financial and workforce information.    
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Departmental operating expenditure 

                                                                                              

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                  

          

                                               

                               

                                                         

                                                                      

                                                                                               

                                                                                

                                                           

                                                                    

                                                          

                                                                                  

                                                                                      

Operational efficiencies 

The Ministry is committed to improving its efficiency and effectiveness and this is built into the way 

new systems and processes are developed. We face significant cost pressures in addition to the 

committed savings we are required to make through the establishment of the Ministry and 

Iuu]P���]}v[� Vision 2015 transformation programme. Over the next four years, there will be further 

required savings that we will need to return to the Government as part of the overall efficiency 

requirements on the public sector.  

                                                                                                       

                                                                                               

                                                                                                    

                                                                                                        

                                                     � � � � �                                          

                                                                                                     

                                              

There is a great deal of work underway to reap the benefits of reducing four core services to one. As 

this gets more challenging, we will need to establish a set work programme to drive our 

performance. Current work includes: 

x /uu]P���]}v[��Vision 2015 Programme t Vision 2015 is predicated to provide significant benefits 

for the economy and security of New Zealand.  The Programme will make a significant 

contribution to returning the Immigration New Zealand memorandum account to surplus over 

time, with reduced operating costs of immigration services on an ongoing basis by around $22m 

from 2018/19. The IGMS project is a significant enabler and will replace key immigration systems 

that are no longer considered fit for purpose.  

                                                

3
 dZ��^^�������}���v}��]v�oµ����Z��D]v]���Ç[�����((�������}((�Z}���~�XPX�]uu]P���]}v  locally engaged staff). This Cap has provisionally been 

adjusted to exclude 343 WorkSafe New Zealand FTE for modelling forecasts. This Cap has not been formally agreed between SSC and 

the Ministry. 

[7]
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x consolidation of our corporate systems and the creation of a single ICT infrastructure. Examples 

include; a single intranet across the Ministry, a single payroll system to be completed in January 

2014
4
, a consolidated finance system which went live in September 2013 and progress towards a 

single Foundation Network for all Ministry users. This is offset by the need for increased 

investment in data security 

x co-location of Wellington people to a single location 

x cost-effectiveness of the Ministry expenditure on supplies and services through improvements in 

tZ�� D]v]���Ç[�� ��}�µ��u�v�� (µv��]}v and economies of scale and whole of government 

procurement functional leadership 

x consolidation of contact centres and mediation services.  

Fiscal risks  

There is a number of fiscal risks facing the Ministry including: 

�                                                                                             

                                

�                                                                                  

�                                                                                                 

                    

�                                                                                              

                                                                                                    

                                     

�                                                                                             

�             � �                                       �                                     

                                                                                              

                                                                                                  

                                                                                               

                                                                                    

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                

                                                                                                  

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

                                                                                          

Key decision points and trade-offs 

We are developing better tools to help ensure that how and where we spend our funds is as 

effective as possible in achieving our priorities, medium-term results and longer-term outcomes. 

These include: 

x improved visibility of our financial picture. The Ministry[� six year Strategic Financial Plan will be 

completed in early 2014. At both sub-group level and output level the plan will highlight future 

                                                

4
 The four agencies ran 4 separate payroll systems which were all on different technologies. The payroll processing functions of the 

previous Ministry of Science and Innovation and Department of Building and Housing have now been successfully combined with the 

Department of Labour payroll system and are successfully operating in a business as usual environment. The final payroll to be migrated is 

the former Ministry of Economic Development payroll and this is due to be completed on 29
th

 January 2014 and is on track. 
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cost pressures and give us a clearer view of future resource requirements. Improved cost 

allocation will also provide greater transparency into our cost base and how we can drive these 

costs to optimise our business. 

x improved performance information. We will develop a comprehensive performance framework 

that will map progress made towards our strategic intentions by June 2014. This work will be 

aligned to the rationalisation of our votes, reduction and improvement of our external 

accountability measures and build on the existing internal reporting regime. 

Better tools will only take us so far and we will need to continue to look for further savings to help 

address our ongoing cost pressures.  Many of these savings will come from the process 

improvements we will make to our service delivery. This needs to be balanced against our need to 

innovate and go faster, and reaching a tipping point of our capacity.  Savings will also come from 

rationalising and consolidating internal services and systems.                                
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3.2: Financial impacts 

Cost pressures  

In the 2013 four year plan, the Ministry noted the savings required as a result of the impact of the 

efficiency dividend on �Z��D]v]���Ç[��baselines. Some of these savings have already been realised as 

part of the efficiencies created from the formation of the new Ministry. The Ministry has not shown 

the efficiency dividend as a separate cost pressure in the 2013/14 four year plan but instead focused 

on the specific expenditure activity driving cost pressures. The Ministry believes that this approach 

assists in the adoption of more tailored and effective programmes or decisions to manage cost 

�����µ���X�E}����Z����Z��D]v]���Ç[������o]v���Z�À���o����Ç����v����µ����]v�îìíïlíð��v��}µ��Ç������}�

reflect the impact of the efficiency dividend.  

                             

                                                                 

 

        

     

        

     

        

     

        

     

        

     

      

     

                                                      

                                                     

                                       
                                    

 

                                                           

                                                       

                                                     

                                      

                                                                         

 

                                                              

                                                           

                                                             

                                    

 
  

              
                                             

                                                   

                                                          � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �  

�                                                          

�                                                                                                 

                                                                      
 
 

�                                                                                 

�                                                                                          
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Required/committed savings 

The following table identifies a number of required/committed savings that will impact on the 

D]v]���Ç[��baseline in 2013/14 and out years. 

  
                                              

                              

                               

                                 

        

                                       

                               

                         
                                  

                                            

The Ministry has identified the following committed or required saving initiatives that will either 

���µo��]v������µ��]}v�]v��Z��D]v]���Ç[������o]v���]v�îìíïlíð��v��}µ��Ç�����}��Á]oo�v�����}����absorbed 

within the existing baseline: 

�                                                                                                   

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �                                 

x Immigration t The IGMS Project commenced in January 2012 with a key objective of providing 

online application and processing capability, resulting in significant efficiency gains in the 

processing of visa applications (in excess of 700,000 applications per annum), property savings, 

and the decommissioning of legacy systems (i.e. predominantly AMS) rising to $22.3m from 

2016/17. The Vision 2015 Programme Business Case highlighted changes to the profile of benefits 

resulting from delays in delivery of core online capability functions, particularly AMS 

decommissioning and replacing immigration processing staff. Early realisation of some benefits, 

predominantly MFAT processing and staff related efficiencies are forecast to be $10.7m at 30 

June 2014, with a reduced deficit in the memorandum account at that date, but realisation of the 

full quantum of benefits ($22m per annum) delayed by up to two years (from 2018/19). Non-

financial benefits remain, and these include reducing compliance overheads, improved risk and 

value management, improving the customer experience and continuing to meet our local and 

international commitments.  

�                                                                                                    
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Departmental Initiatives 

Vote Proposed new initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

Housing 

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Housing 

Appropriation Increases  - IRM03 

This is a general increase in the appropriation funded through the 

building levy (note: there is to be no increase to the Building Levy, 

rather this is an increase in appropriation funded through the 

increased forecast revenue from the levy).  It will include other 

initiatives that are mentioned in the table where they can be 

appropriately funded through the levy (such as (possibly) parts of 

the productivity partnership and National Building Consent System) 

and possibly part of the Canterbury Rebuild and Implementing Royal 

Commission recommendations.  

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
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Vote Proposed new initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Canterbury Recovery 

Immigration and 

Labour 

Canterbury rebuild: protecting vulnerable workers and ensuring 

fair workplaces  IMM01 

Funding is sought: 

{�d}���}À]����u�o}Ç����Á]�Z��Z��]v(}�u��]}v��Z�Ç�v�����}�ZP���]��

�]PZ�[��v���µ���Z�u�}v������ZÁ�Ç��}�����������]��X��dZ]����(o������v�

����}��Z�}(�Z��µ����U��vP�P���v���v(}���[V��v�� 

{�d}��v(}����o��}µ�����v�������Ç�u}v]�}�]vPU�]vÀ���]P��]vP��v��

prosecuting workplace exploitation, including migrant exploitation. 

1.785 1.785 1.785 1.785 7.140 
New Crown 

funding 

Housing 
Resolution through Assessment of Multi Units in Dispute 

Canterbury IRM07 

[7]

[7]
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Vote  Proposed new initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

The DPMC initiative to support the multi‐unit residential repair and 
rebuild seeks the Ministry input to facilitate engineering review of 
repair and rebuild proposals.  This budget item is for the resources 
to implement the DPMC initiative currently before cabinet. The 
initiative is subject to a budget bid separate from Vote Housing. 

Other 

Consumer Affairs 

Increased Operational Capability for Trading Standards MS02 
There is an identified need for Trading Standards to increase its 
market presence and operational activities to mitigate current and 
emerging marketplace risks in the product safety and trade 
measurement areas. The current infrastructure is largely re‐active 
with little provision for proactive testing of products and market 
surveillance to identify emerging issues before those issues affect 
consumers.  In addition to this the Consumer Law Reform Bill (Bill) 
introduces a number of legislative changes including new 
enforcement powers and mandatory reporting of product recalls 
that will require increased funding and operational capability to 
effectively implement.  This work will include the development and 
administration of a National ‘Whole of Government’ Recalls website 
for business and consumer use. 

Trading Standards current baseline funding, set in 2003, for product 
safety and trade measurement national enforcement and 
compliance activities is 2.2 million.  Over the past 10 years, 
increasing costs have been absorbed by making operational 

1.800  1.800  1.800  1.800  7.200 
New Crown 
funding 

[7]
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Vote  Proposed new initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

efficiencies.  However this approach is now becoming unsustainable 
and our ability to provide services at an appropriate level to mitigate 
potential risks is being jeopardised.  The introduction of the 
Consumer Law Reform Bill exacerbates this position.  The confirmed 
funding requirements will not be known until further analysis has 
been completed in March 2014.  

Immigration 

National refugee resettlement planning and support services IMM03

Funding is sought to realise services towards the initial resettlement 

needs of newly‐arrived Refugee Quota refugees during their first 12 

months in New Zealand, so that: 

• New Zealand can continue to meet its international obligations unde

the Refugee Quota Programme; and 

• Core resettlement support services will continue to be delivered

effectively and contribute to outcomes sought through the New 

Zealand Refugee Resettlement Strategy. 

1.400  1.400  1.400  1.400  5.600 
New Crown 

funding 

Third Party Funded 

[7]

[7]   
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Vote Proposed new initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

Commerce 

Intellectual Property Office of New Zealand (IPONZ) MS05 

The introduction of the Patents Act 2013 (Act) strengthens the 

criteria for granting a patent which in turn leads to an increase in 

examination time to assess patents eligibility. 

1.350 1.350 1.350 1.350 5.400 Increase in fees 

[7]
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Non-departmental initiatives 

Vote Proposed new initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

       

                  

                                                               

                                                                    

                                                                

                                                                 

                                                               

                                                           

                                                              

                         

                                                                     

                                                                   

         

                                 

            

               

                

            

           

                  

                                                               

                                                     

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �                                   

                                                             

                                                                   

                                                                   

                                                                  

                                                             

                             

                                
          

        

        

                                          

                                                              

                                                                

                                                                   

            

                           
          

        

Housing 

Queenstown Lakes Community Housing Trust tax liability IRM06 

This is a one-off payment from Vote Housing to cover the 

Queenstown Lakes �}uuµv]�Ç�,}µ�]vP�d�µ��[��~Y>�,d����Æ�

liability as agreed by Cabinet on 29 October 2013 (CAB Min (13) 

37/6). 

 

In 2009, Charities Services (formerly the Charities Commission) 

�����u]v����Z���Y>�,dZ���µ��}�����v�����]À]�]���Á����v}��

charitable and de-registered them as a charity.  This decision was 

upheld by the High Court in 2011.  As a result, QLCHT lost its 

charities-related tax exemption, and retrospective tax legislation 

means that QLCHT must start paying tax from the date of its 

inception in the 2008/09 tax year.   

 6.000    6.000 
New Crown 

funding 

[7]
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Vote Proposed new initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

 

The final tax liability is not yet finalised as QLCHT is in dispute with 

Inland Revenue.  The estimated final amount including income tax, 

penalties and use-of-money interest is expected to be around 

$6m.  the Ministry is awaiting confirmation of this figure by Inland 

Revenue. 

Energy 

Resources Data Acquisition and Management IRM08 

Funding required for acquisition of seismic information relating to 

E�Á����o�v�[��u]v���o�U�}((�Z}�������}o�µu����]v���v��

potentially geothermal, plus for further analysis of existing data. 

 

 

                                
          

        

Science and 

Innovation  

Square Kilometre Array SSI07 

The SKA project is now in design phase (via the pre-construction 

�Z����U��v��E�Á����o�v�[��]vÀ}oÀ�u�v����v�����}v�institutions 

undertaking research led work to contribute to the design. SKA 

provides an opportunity to extend our science and innovation 

relationships with other countries participating in it. 

There is a shortfall of $1.307 million in out-years due to an error in 

the previous four year budget plan.  This shortfall arose because 

the appropriation was only for four years (up to 2014/15), but 

reprioritisations were made beyond this date in error.    This 

means that there is now a shortfall of $497K in 2014/15 and 

$810K in 2015/16.   

In addition, there is a funding shortfall of $117K over the next 

three financial years.  ��������}(��Z��'}À��vu�v�[���vP�P�u�v��]v�

�Z��^<�U����}uu]�u�v��Á���u�����}���}À]���¦íD�~}��E�¨íXòD��

for funding New Zealand institutions to participate in the 

preconstruction phase.  However, the required funding is now 

1.717M.   

                     
          

        

         

            

� � � � � � � � � � � � �        

                                                                

                                                                   

                                                             

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �       

                                                                

                                                               

                                                              

                                                               

                                                                 

   � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

                               
          

        

[7]
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Vote Proposed new initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

                                                                

                   

            

           

                                         

                                                                   

                                                               

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �  

                                     
          

        

Science and 

Innovation 

Contestable Science Funding SSI10 

Vote Science and Innovation currently has six sector based 

contestable research funds. A portion of these funds is being 

transferred to the National Science Challenges appropriation 

thereby reducing the size of five of the six contestable fund 

appropriations. The new funding will ensure that the contestable 

fund is replenished to a level that will ensure a degree of 

continuity for contestable funding outside the National Science 

Challenges. 

                                    
          

        

        

                                                           

                                                                 

                                                                    

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � � �

                                                                     

                                                               

                               
          

        

        

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �        

        � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �                                   

                                                             

                                
          

        

                                                                                        

                      

         

    

                                                              

                                                              

                                                                 

                                                   

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

                                                              

                                                            

                                                               

                                                                 

                                          � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
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Vote Proposed new initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

Energy 

Electricity Authority: 3 Year Customer Switching Fund  

Replaces the previous multi-year appropriation for promoting the 

potential benefits of switching, and facilitating the ease of the 

switching process for consumers. The previous appropriation was 

$10.5 million over 3.5 years (Nov 2010 to April 2014). 

                          

            

Housing 

Housing NZ 

Kiwi Saver Deposit Subsidy t Administration - For additional staff 

and administration support of the Kiwi Saver Deposit Subsidy that 

has experienced increased demand, which is over the current / 

appropriated resource capacity. 

                               

          

        

Housing 

Housing NZ 

Community Group Housing - reflects annual market rental growth 

associated with Government funding for CGH rental properties, 

and is requested to provide early transparency. The annual review 

happens every December / January, with results not reflected / 

reported until MBU each year. 

                               
          

        

Economic 

Development 

NZ Trade & Enterprise  

Undertake a strategy refresh to determine how and where NZTE 

should focus its activities for greatest impact. Four areas have 

been identified where increased investment is required, namely: 

1. The international network t to assist in making changes 

�}�E�d�[��]v���v��]}v�o�(}}���]v���}���������o]Pv�

resources to meet customer demand and take 

advantage of emerging market opportunities. 

2. High Impact Programmes (HIPs) t to maintain the scope 

and scale of the HIPs. 

3. Government to Government Commercialisation Office t 

NZTE with MFAT is establishing a specialised all-of t

Government commercialisation office focussing on the 

commercialisation of Crown-owned Intellectual Property. 

4. Increasing the portfolio of intensively managed 

customers by a further additional 200 customers. 

                                    
          

        

Total Crown entity requests                                       

Total non-departmental initiatives t including Crown entities                                                

 

  

[7]
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Capital initiatives 

             

                                                                                                                                       

�                                                            

�                                                                        

                             
        

     

        

     

        

     

        

     

        

     

      

     

         

        

        

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �      

                                                              

                                                               

                                                                

                                                                

                                                                

                                                           

                                                                 

                                                                   

                                 

                             
          

        

         

                              �       
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Non-departmental Capital 

Vote Proposed New Initiative 
2013/14 

($m) 

2014/15 

($m) 

2015/16 

($m) 

2016/17 

($m) 

2017/18 

($m) 

Total 

($m) 

Proposed 

Funding 

Labour 

 

WorkSafe New Zealand capex request for motor vehicles, office 

equipment and ICT.                             
          

        

        

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �           

                                                                     

                                                                  

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

                                                                    

                                                              

                                                              

                                
          

        

        

                                              

                                                                  

                                                                   

                                                                

                                                                

                                                                    

                                                       

                                                                

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �  

                       � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �  

                                
          

        

        

                                             

                                                              

                                                                

                                                                   

             

                       
          

        

         

            

                             �        
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Anticipated out-year requests 

                             
        

     

        

     

        

     

        

     

        

     

      

     

         

        

                

        

                    

                                                              

                                                       

                                                                  

      

                        
                  

     

                             

       

                      

                                                                 

          �                                                       

          �                                                          

               

                      

             

       

                             

                                                                  

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �                
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3.3: Government ICT strategy 

Introduction 

The Ministry is the lead agency for the delivery of Result 9 of the Better Public Services Programme and is also 

engaged by the Office of Government Chief Information Officer (GCIO) to contribute to the development of the 

Government ICT Strategy and Action Plan 2017 (ISAP). 

ISAP alignment 

How the Ministry is giving effect to the four strategic ISAP focus areas is summarised below: 

1. Services are digital by default 

The Ministry has the lead role in the following four actions set out in this focus area.  These initiatives are being 

pursued as part of Result 9 of Better Public Services. 

x redevelop business.govt.nz as the primary entry point for businesses 

x deliver tools for customers to provide feedback on government services 

x establish a new universal business number for registered business entities 

x implement an integrated service for businesses (registration of a company, GST and employer status). 

As part of /uu]P���]}v[��Vision 2015, we are transforming the way we deliver services to our overseas customers, 

i.e. visitors and migrants, by replacing the 20 year old Immigration Management System with an application 

system called Immigration Global Management System (IGMS). IGMS provides the majority of immigration 

services on the internet concurring with the first strategic focus area in the ISAP: Services are Digital by Default. 

2. Information is managed as an asset 

The Ministry has the lead role piloting an information hub that links selected authoritative business data for 

managing government information at sector levels. We are also engaged in the following initiatives: 

x delivering a data integration service to aid agencies to share and leverage information  and access expertise 

and technologies to integrate, rationalise information 

x supporting investment targeting and service design through using new data science and advanced analytics 

techniques and technologies 

x utilising advanced data analytics to develop more effective risk and intelligence models 

x identifying any constraints in policy and legislation relating to a sharing of personal and non-personal 

information 

x cataloguing authoritative high-value agency information assets. 

3. Investment and capability are shared 

The Ministry is contributing to the following initiatives: 

x fully deploying the Government Enterprise Architecture framework 

x driving the uptake of infrastructure service to achieve 100 per cent of departments by 2015  

x delivering desktop service and implement across all departments to 100 per cent by 2017 

x implementing a framework for building and deploying forms for online services 

x delivering ����Çu�v�����À]���o�À���P]vP�/vo�v��Z�À�vµ�[��d��v�(}�u�Programme 

x establishing shared resource pools to enhance and share competencies and practices. 

4. Leadership and culture deliver change 

The Ministry will continue to engage in, and contribute to, the initiatives in this focus area while the initiatives are 

shaped and implemented by the GCIO and central agencies.  
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3.4: Portfolio priorities 

Each of the portfolio priorities are large (i.e. encompassing multiple projects) and cut across the whole organisation with differing governance arrangements.  

At this stage the Ministry does not have appropriate systems in place to capture the resources dedicated to each of the portfolios. 

Portfolio priorities Intended results  How results contribute to our targets Potential impact  

Growing the economy  

1. Increase the economic contribution 

of the skills, science and innovation 

systems 

This includes:   

x implementing the Skilled and Safe 

Workplaces programme 

x developing a new approach to 

setting the labour and skills systems 

x contributing to development of the 

Tertiary Education Strategy  

x implementing the National Science 

Challenges 

x developing, through a National 

Statement of Science of Science 

Investment, a coherent long-term 

strategic framework for the 

'}À��vu�v�[��]vÀ���u�v��]v���]�v���

and innovation.  

An increase in business spend on 

research and development with a long-

term aim of increasing this to at least 1 

per cent of gross domestic product 

55 per cent of 25-34 year olds with a 

qualification of level 4 or above in 2017 

(currently 52 per cent) 

Reduce the number of long-term 

beneficiaries on Job Seeker Support by 

30 per cent (from 78,000 currently down 

to 55,000)  

E�Á����o�v�[���l]oo���Ç���u�responds to, 

and is increasingly shaped by, business 

demand 

/v��������À�oµ��(�}u��Z��'}À��vu�v�[��

investment in science and innovation 

New Zealand has poor rates of 

productivity growth, which matters for 

E�Á����o�v����[�]v�}u����v��o]À]vP�

standards 

Key drivers of improvements in 

productivity growth are skilled workers, 

R&D and innovative workplaces.   

Focusing on these areas provides the 

basis for New Zealanders to receive 

higher wages 

Increasing business R&D to 1 per cent of 

GDP may add 4-5 per cent to New 

���o�v�[��'�W�}À����Z��u��]µu-term  

New Zealanders who have a 

qualification at level 4 or higher have 

average incomes that are 9 per cent 

Z]PZ����Z�v��Z}���ÁZ}�Z�À�v[�����]v��
8
  

 

 

 

 

                                                

8
 Crichton, S (2009). Does Workplace-based Industry Training Improve Earnings? Wellington: Statistics New Zealand. 
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Portfolio priorities Intended results  How results contribute to our targets Potential impact  

2. Build a world-class health and 

safety regime 

This includes:  

x establishing WorkSafe New Zealand 

x o](�]vP��Z��D]v]���Ç[�������]o]�Ç��}�

support the health and safety system 

�Z�}µPZ��Z��Z>](�]vP�}µ��P�u�[�

change programme 

x responding to the Independent 

Taskforce on Workplace Health and 

Safety and the Royal Commission on 

Pike River.  

A reduction in workplace fatalities  and 

serious injuries by at least 10 per cent by 

2016 and 25 per cent by 2020 

 

Safe workplaces are more productive as 

the direct costs to business of serious 

workplace injuries and fatalities are 

lower.   Businesses with safe workplaces 

are also likely to be more competitive 

because they attract lower ACC costs  

 

Safer workplaces also directly improve 

the wellbeing of employees and their 

families  

A 10 per cent reduction has the 

potential to reduce the economic and 

social cost of workplace fatalities and 

serious injuries in New Zealand by 

$350m per annum
9
  

3. Help to rebuild the Canterbury 

Region 

This includes:  

x establishing a procurement centre of 

expertise 

x leading the development of the 

innovation precinct  

x working to support the efficient 

functioning of the labour market 

x data collection and monitoring to 

promote alignment between 

agencies involved in the recovery  

Achievement of the annual rate of 

Canterbury recovery and rebuild as 

defined by the Recovery Strategy 

prepared by the Canterbury Earthquake 

Recovery Authority 

[Measure to be matched with CERA 

target, once this is established] 

��v����µ�Ç�]��E�Á����o�v�[�����}v��u}���

populous region and is home to a diverse 

range of economic activity  

The earthquakes have severely disrupted 

activity in the region, affecting jobs and 

regional skill and innovation systems.  

They have also severely degraded the 

amenities Christchurch offers its 

residents, in particular housing  

Working to rebuild the Canterbury Region 

contributes to restoring economic activity 

within the region and provides the 

foundations for future growth   

Lifting median weekly household 

incomes in Canterbury 40 per cent 

would mean an additional $500 per 

week (from about $1300 in 2012 to 

$1800 in 2025)
10

 

 

 

 

                                                

9
 The Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment (2012)  

10
 Statistics New Zealand (2013). Assumes 40 per cent increase from 2012, rounded to nearest $100 
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Portfolio Priorities Intended results  How results contribute to our targets Potential impact  

4. /v��������µ�lo�v�[���}v��]�µ�]}v��}�

the economy and improve 

outcomes for Aucklanders  

 

�µ�lo�v�[���}v��]�µ�]}v��}�E�Á�

���o�v�[����}v}uÇ�]��]v���������ÇW 

x Supporting more internationally 

competitive business  

x By providing increased job 

opportunities for New Zealanders  

 

Large, densely populated and diverse 

cities are associated with higher rates of 

productivity and wages  

  A successful Auckland is critical to a 

successful New Zealand. The scale and 

density of activity in Auckland, as well as 

its international connections, can improve 

productivity and generate employment 

that pays higher wages.  

Lifting median weekly household 

incomes in Auckland 40 per cent would 

mean an increase of $600 (from about 

$1400 in 2012 to $2000 in 2025)
11

 

5. Build well-functioning housing and 

construction markets.   

This includes:  

x developing our understanding of the 

sector and what underlies its 

performance 

x implementing housing accord 

legislation  

x implementing social housing reforms 

x rebuilding Canterbury region and 

Auckland housing  

Improved housing affordability reflected 

in a lower ratio of income to housing 

costs 

Increased innovation and training within 

the housing and construction sector will 

improve productivity, flowing through to 

lower housing and construction costs, 

increasing the affordability of homes  

 

Improved performance across the sector 

will also contribute to macro-economic 

stability and can free up domestic capital 

for investment to support the 

competitiveness of other firms 

Halving the gap in labour productivity 

growth within five years between the 

New Zealand and Australian housing 

sectors years would lower the costs of 

a new home in Auckland by between 

$5,000 and $7,000  

 

A 5 per cent cost reduction in the price 

of materials needed for constructing a 

house would save a further $6,700 to 

$8,000 for a new house in Auckland
12

   

 

 

 

                                                

11
 Statistics New Zealand (2013). Assumes a 40 per cent increase from 2012 levels, rounded to nearest $100 

12
 Calculations based on average costs of building new small and large homes (excluding site costs) as estimated by BRANZ (2013).  Construction sector labour productivity as estimated by NZIER (2013) Construction productivity: An evidence 

base for research and policy issues.  Costs are in 2013 dollars and assume full cost pass through.   
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Portfolio Priorities Intended results  How results contribute to our targets Potential impact  

6.   Responsible development of 

petroleum and minerals 

 

Safe and responsible long-term growth 

in petroleum liquids and gas production 

Investment in development of minerals 

and petroleum can boost employment 

and raise incomes for New Zealanders.  

Royalties from petroleum and minerals 

can also fund investment in infrastructure 

to the benefit of other firms and New 

Zealanders 

 

A significant petroleum discovery could 

P�}Á�E�Á����o�v�[���Æ�}�����Ç�¨íXñ�

billion per annum, create 5,500 jobs 

and generate $320 million per annum 

in royalties to the Government
13

 

7.   Maximise the net economic value 

from New Z��o�v�[� relationship 

with China 

This includes: 

x implementing the Tourism China 

Market Review 

x contributing to implementation of 

the Export Education Strategy 

x appointment and operation of the 

Beijing Science Counsellor 

x engagement across Government on 

China market access and product 

protection  

New Zealand Inc. China Strategy 

objectives are to:  

x build  a strong and resilient political 

relationship 

x double bilateral goods trade 

x grow services trade 

x increase bilateral investment 

x grow science and technology 

collaboration with China to 

generate commercial opportunities  

China is a large and growing market, 

presenting opportunities for New Zealand 

firms to improve their export 

performance by increasing the export of 

existing goods or services 

Increased links to China will also support 

knowledge exchange, spurring innovation 

amongst New Zealand firms with further 

opportunities to raise export performance 

Doubling exports to China by 2015 

(from 2011 levels) would mean 

another $5.6b of revenue for New 

Zealand firms companies 

 

Chinese visitor numbers to New 

Zealand are expected to nearly double 

by 2018 to 425,000 compared to 2011 

levels, with visitor expenditure 

increasing nearly  50 per cent to reach 

$680m
14

 

 

 

 

                                                

13
 the Ministry (2012) ��}v}u]���}v��]�µ�]}v��v���}��v�]�o�}(�E�Á����o�v�[��}]o��v��P���]v�µ���Ç 

14
 the Ministry (2012) E�Á����o�v�[���}µ�]�u�����}��}µ�o}}l 
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Portfolio priorities Intended results  How results contribute to our targets Potential impact  

8. Deliver He Kai Kei Aku Ringa t 

Crown-D�}�]���}v}u]����À�o}�u�v��

Partnership 

dZ]��Á]oo�]u��}À��D�}�]���}v}u]��

performance by focusing on:  

x lifting the utilisation and value of the 

D�}�]�������������Ç�(}�µ�]vP�}v�

responsible development of natural 

resources  

x Increasing D�}�]�participation in 

training and education for greater 

participation in skilled employment 

and to increase D�}�]�business 

growth opportunities 

x �µ��}��]vP�D�}�]��µ�]v�����}�

develop their capability and 

internationalise  

An increase in the median weekly 

income (}��D�}�]�Á]�Z���o}vP��-term 

aim that this should equal the national 

median by 2040  

 

 

 

Growing a more productive, innovative 

�v��]v���v��]}v�ooÇ��}vv������D�}�]�

economic sector will deliver prosperity to 

D�}�]��v��P�}Á�E�Á����o�v�[����}v}uÇ�

through improved rates of productivity 

growth and export performance, which 

provide the basis for higher incomes  

Lifting median weekly incomes for 

individual D�}�] by 40 per cent would 

mean an increase of about $190 per 

week (from $480 in 2012 to $670 in 

2025)
15

 

 

 

 

 

9.   Delivering end to end excellence 

across all the D]v]���Ç[����Pµo��}�Ç�

systems 

This ��}P��uu��Á]oo�u����Z��D]v]���Ç[��

regulatory systems to identify and 

assess risks and develop action plans to 

address them  

 

 

The Ministry[����Pµo��}�Ç��Ç���u������

dynamic, responding to risks and 

opportunities to our targets and New 

Zealanders  

 

 

Regulatory systems that effectively and 

efficiently address failures in New 

Zealand[��u��l�����v��Á}�l�o�����P]À��

�����]v�Ç�(}��(]�u�[�]vÀ���u�v���v��

employment decisions, can lower costs 

and can stimulate innovation.  They also 

lower the risk, and economic and social 

cost, of regulatory failures  

New Zealand is saved from the 

economic and social cost of events 

such as leaky homes (estimated 

economic cost $11.3bn
16

) and achieves 

the benefits of improved outcomes 

such as a 10% reduction in workplace 

fatalities and serious injuries, which 

would lead to benefits of $350m per 

annum
17

 

 

                                                

15
 Statistics New Zealand (2013). Assumes a 40 per cent increase from 2012 levels. (There is no available measure of Maori household income.)  

16
 PriceWaterhouseCoopers (2008) Department of Building and Housing: Weathertightness t Estimating the Cost 

17
 the Ministry (2012)  
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Portfolio priorities Intended results  How results contribute to our targets Potential impact  

Delivering value from business of government  

10.  Deliver /uu]P���]}v[��Vision 2015 

to increase the quality and 

flexibility, and lower the cost, of  

immigration services 

This includes:  

x new technology - Immigration Global 

Management System (including 

online application and portals for 

partners, identity and biometric data 

capture) 

x the  Global Service Delivery Model 

x process and organisational 

integration withine Immigration New 

Zealand 

Maximising the economic contribution 

of immigration to New Zealand  

An improvement in the levels of migrant 

]vÀ���}��[�]vÀ���u�v��]v�E�Á����o�v� 

Improving the efficiency and effectiveness 

of immigration services contributes to 

improving the productivity and export 

performance of New Zealand businesses 

by: 

x better targeting and facilitating the 

international students, skills and 

visitors that support business and 

sector growth 

  

Reduction in the operating costs of 

immigration services on an on-going 

basis, realised over time, by around 

$22m from 2018/19 

11.  Deliver Better Public Services 

programme 9 to improve 

government interaction with 

business and support delivery of 

programme 10 to improve 

government interaction with New 

Zealanders. 

The cost of business dealing with 

government is cut by 25 per cent by 

reducing the effort required to work 

with agencies by 2017 

Key performance ratings for government 

services match leading private sector 

firms by 2017
18

 

Reducing the time and effort spent by 

business in dealing with government, 

provides the basis for New Zealand firms 

to become more productive  

Lower costs can lead to better 

performing and more productive firms 

which will directly contribute to 

exports and economic growth  

 

 

 

                                                

18
 the Ministry (2012) Result 9 Action Plan 
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Portfolio priorities Intended results  How results contribute to our targets Potential impact  

Building a high-performing organisation   

12. Improved information for decision 

making 

 

d}��µ]o���Z��D]v]���Ç[�������]o]�Ç��}�

deliver on our targets by transforming 

how we collate and manage information 

in order to: 

x deepen our understanding of 

what matters for grow New 

Zealand 

x continually improve how we 

deliver our services and 

x work more effectively with key 

partners 

Information and knowledge underpins all 

of the activities the Ministry undertakes. 

Improving how we collate and manage 

information and knowledge has the 

potential to contribute to all our targets 

Indirect economic impacts, realised 

through building the Ministry[����]o]�Ç�

to contribute to productivity growth  

13. Making it easy to do business  

within the Ministry 

d}��µ]o���Z��D]v]���Ç[�������]o]�Ç��}�

deliver on our targets by developing and 

implementing our operating model t the 

tools, processes and policies that the 

D]v]���Ç[����}�o��v�����}��}��Z�]��i}��� 

The programme builds a common 

understanding of all of the activities the 

Ministry undertakes and the supporting 

tools, processes and policies  

Indirect economic impacts, realised 

through building the Ministry[����]o]�Ç�

to contribute to productivity growth 
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IMM01: Canterbury rebuild: protecting vulnerable workers and ensuring fair workplaces 

Initiative Name Vote Group Contact Person 

Canterbury rebuild 

and recovery: 

preventing migrant 

exploitation and 

ensuring fair 

workplaces 

Immigration and 

Labour 

Immigration New Zealand 

and Labour and 

Commercial Environment 

Steve Stuart  

GM, Intelligence, Risk & 

Integrity 

 

George Mason 

GM, Labour 

Inspectorate 

 

Describe what this funding request is for and what the expected results from this spending are: 

The Government is concerned to ensure the integrity of the Canterbury rebuild.  Labour market integrity 

is a core component of this. The momentum of the rebuild and the inherent risks posed by large 

volumes of migrant labour means that the potential for exploitation, non-compliance and labour-related 

offending is significant.   

E�Á� ���o�v�[�� ]v���v��]}v�o� ���µ���]}v� ]�� �}u��}u]���� ](� ]�� �}��� v}�� ��l�� ������ �}� �}ubat the 

exploitation of migrant workers.  Aside from the risk of harm to individuals, if New Zealand does not 

retain its reputation as a good and safe place for migrants to work, genuine skilled workers will become 

harder to recruit, in all regions not just Christchurch.  

In the case of Canterbury, international experience shows that opportunistic international criminals 

move to take advantage of a populace at a time of vulnerability such as the current rebuild.   

Information received suggests that, particularly in the Philippines, unscrupulous recruiters are actively 

pursuing migrants who may not qualify to come to New Zealand under the current INZ visa regime and 

are using the rebuild as a means to promote their activities.  Social networking sites also indicate that 

(}��]Pv� v��]}v�o�� ���� �Æ�o}�]vP� �Z�� }��]}v� }(� Z��l]vP� �Z�]�� �Z�v���[� }v�Á}�l]vP� ]v� �Z�]���Zµ��Z� }v� ��

visitor or working holiday visa.  Israeli direct marketers, Irish travellers and Romanian skimmers are 

three examples of the criminal element that have and will target New Zealand, including Christchurch. 

Migrants coming to work in Canterbury in these situations are vulnerable to unscrupulous employers 

who pay below minimum wages and demand excessive working hours. 

Funding sought is to adequately enforce labour standards and immigration compliance in the 

Canterbury rebuild and recovery as an investment in further assurance about a quality and safe rebuild. 

Funding is sought: 

a. To provide employers with the information they need to help them get it right and put them on 

�����ZÁ�Ç��}�����������]��X��dZ]����(o������v�����}��Z�}(�Z��µ����U��vP�P���v���v(}���[V��v�� 

 

b. To enforce labour and immigration standards by monitoring, investigating and prosecuting 

workplace exploitation, including migrant exploitation to protect vulnerable workers and 

counter anti-competitive behaviour by businesses which reduce their labour costs illegally. 

The relevant functions within the Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment (the Ministry) are 

seeking to increase their capacity significantly to respond to the demands placed on them by the 

rebuild.  This bid provides for an increase in the number of compliance investigators, intelligence 

analysts, labour inspectors and supporting legal resource to monitor, investigate and prosecute 

workplace exploitation t including migrant exploitation t and breaches of labour standards.   

The additional resources sought are Canterbury-specific; the initiative is separate from any potential 

additional resources that may be sought as a result of the employment standards system review that is 

currently underway. 
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Describe how the expected results will be measured: 

This proposal will fund 20 additional investigations of serious or high profile cases over an 18 month 

period. The proposal will also fund 40 audits of businesses each month to ensure compliance with 

labour standards. 

The success of the initiative will be measured by the integrity of the Canterbury rebuild in preventing 

the exploitation of vulnerable workers, targeting the causes and people involved in opportunistic 

criminal activity and wilful violation of immigration and labour laws including  exploitative business 

models and other adverse outcomes. 

 This initiative will also ensure that there are a strongly joined up intelligence and analytical function to 

support evidence-based prioritisation, tasking and coordination that support the Ministry making quality 

decisions. 

 

Budget 2014 

 

Funding Sought at Budget 2014 2014/15 

$0.000m 

2015/16 

$0.000m 

2016/17 

$0.000m 

2017/18 

$0.000m 

Total  

$m 

Operating      

Labour  

 

Immigration  

0.998 

 

0.787 

0.998 

 

0.787 

0.998 

 

0.787 

0.998 

 

0.787 

3.992 

 

3.148 

Operating funding sought: 1.785 1.785 1.785 1.785 7.140 

Capital      

Capital funding sought - - - - - 

 

Describe how, if the funding sought represents the total amount required for the initiative - and if not, 

what the total is and where the additional funds are coming from: 

The funding sought represents the total amount required for this initiative. The total sought is an increase 

of $0.787 million on the $5.708 million currently provided for immigration compliance operations, and an 

increase of $0.998 million on the $4.900 million currently provided for Labour Inspectorate.   

Describe if this initiative might require additional funding in future years: 

Because the Canterbury rebuild is scheduled to take place over a 20 year timeframe, and a high volume of 

migrants is anticipated throughout that time the funding sought therefore is a baseline increase across 

out-years.  

Describe how this new funding request supports the Government[s priorities: 

This new funding request supports one of the four main priorities of the Government, which is to rebuild 

Christchurch. 

Long-term, Canterbury needs to ensure its economy recovery.  The Ministry, in partnership with the 

Canterbury Development Corporation, is developing a longer-term economic strategy.  We are also: 

x facilitating the development of an innovation precinct in the central city 

x supporting the development of a convention centre precinct 

x facilitating the development of the Lincoln Hub agricultural research and education facility 

x working closely with regional business organisations to assess the ongoing needs of the 

Canterbury business community as it moves into recovery phase 

x working with the Small Business Development Group on issues for smaller businesses. 
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Given the size of the rebuild, good planning is paramount. The Canterbury Skills and Employment Hub 

was launched in November 2012.  It is a one-stop matching service for employers and job seekers.  The 

Ministry has worked alongside partners over the past year to develop the first sector plans for the 

construction sector.  Industry-led workforce plans for manufacturing, agriculture and public and 

private health are under way.   

The Ministry needs to be proactive to ensure the support for labour standards and immigration 

compliance in the Canterbury rebuild and recovery are adequately resourced. The Canterbury rebuild 

�v�����}À��Ç�Á]oo����E�Á����o�v�[��u}����}v��v��������}v���µ��]}v���}i�����v��]���Æ��������}����µo��]v�

a substantive increase in the Canterbury labour force of (some have suggested) figures of up to 50,000 

in 2014.  This increase will present significant challenges to all those involved in ensuring a quality 

rebuild that ensures that often vulnerable migrant workers receive their minimum employment 

standards.  It is important that there is sufficient investment in all parts of the system (immigration, 

education of workers and firms and the labour inspectorate).   

Describe how this new funding request aligns with your Strategic Direction and delivery thereof, as 

described in your 4YP: 

dZ�� D]v]���Ç[�� �}o�� ]�� �}� support New Zealand businesses and New Zealanders who are operating 

legitimately; promote the development of innovative, skilled and safe workplaces (including through the 

INZ Vision 2015 portfolio programme) and quality workplace environments; improve service delivery; and, 

�}v��]�µ����}�}µ��������P]���µ��}����}�^P�}Á�E�Á����o�v��(}���oo_X��� 

Describe why this new initiative cannot be funded within baselines: 

With the formation of the Ministry in 2012, and innovations in how Canterbury rebuilds and recovers, 

we are presented with an opportunity to invest in new business models and ways of working for 

government agencies.  Ensuring the integrity of the rebuild labour market will be best achieved if the 

D]v]���Ç[�� ��Pµo��}�Ç� P�}µ��� ���� �}�]�]}v��� �v�� ���}µ����� �}� �}u�]v�� �Z�]�� �vP�P�u�v�� �v��

compliance activity.   

In the Ministry, interdependencies in Immigration New Zealand and Labour Inspectorate are at all 

levels. Combined intelligence-led interventions resulting from a coordinated strategy and taskforce 

approach to education, engagement and joint enforcement will provide the best outcomes, but both 

Immigration New Zealand and Labour Inspectorate have limited physical resources on the ground to 

contribute to this new business model without compromising BAU activity.  

/uu]P���]}v�E�Á����o�v�[�� /v��oo]P�v��U�Z]�l��v�� /v��P�]�Ç����v�Z[����]o]�Ç��}������� �}�v�Á���u�nds 

has been constrained by its funding base whereby the Crown funds a proportion of compliance and 

border functions as well as intelligence functions.  Conversely, the majority of Immigration New 

Zealand visa processing functions are fee-funded.  Constraints on Crown funding have meant that fee-

funded component of intelligence, risk and integrity activities have not been adjusted despite 

increased volumes.  A recent Cabinet decision rescinded the Crown/fee split for compliance activities, 

which enables more flexibility in the allocation of fee funding.  However, there is no scope to 

undertake new activities within current funding levels.  

The Crown-funded Labour Inspectorate is also constrained in its ability to meet the demands posed by 

rebuild activity. Labour Inspectorate has 36 labour inspectors located across the country to cover the 

approximately 140,000 businesses that employ workers. It has no scope to carry out significant 

activities such as this within its funding base. 

Describe what other activities are already being undertaken, either within your agency or across the 

State sector, to address the issue this new funding will look to address: 

�µ���v�oÇ��Z��D]v]���Ç[�����}µ���������µv��o���}���}À]����Z���Æ�����µ��}����}��v(}����o��}µ�����v������

and immigration compliance in the Canterbury rebuild and recovery.  Without this investment, the 

Ministry is unable to provide satisfactory assurance to government about a quality and safe rebuild.  

The Labour Inspectorate is constrained in its ability to re-prioritise resources to rebuild activity. The 

Inspectorate has committed to re-allocating two staff to rebuild activity but is unable to do more 

without jeopardising other priorities t migrant exploitation in Auckland and agriculture, horticulture 

and viticulture sectors nationally.  
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Immigration New Zealand is already undergoing a major change programme.  dZ�}µPZ� /E�[�� s]�]}v�

îìíñU� /E�� ]�� �}�]�]}v]vP� �Z�� D]v]���Ç� �}� ��� ��Á}�o�� �o���� ��Pµo��}�� �v�� �}�u�]v��]v� '}À��vu�v�[��

confidence in the integrity of the immigration system.  ��� ����� }(� s]�]}v� îìíñU� /E�[�� 'o}��o� ^��À]���

Delivery Model (GSDM) changes the way immigration services are delivered and the Immigration 

Global Management System (IGMS) replaces core immigration ICT infrastructure.  A rules-based 

approach to decision making needs constant revising through smart business analytics.  Significant 

Á}�l�Z������v�µv�����l�v��}���(]v��/E��/v��oo]P�v��U�Z]�l��v��/v��P�]�Ç����v�Z[��(µ�µ����]����]}v�]v�o]v��

with Vision 2015.  This includes work on increased intelligence and risk profiling, business analytics, an 

enhanced intelligence management structure, and offshore senior liaison managers (to pre-empt 

immigration risk in New Zealand). 

Describe the implication if this funding is not approved: 

Through facilitating the entry of skilled migrants and temporary workers, immigration contributes to a 

high functioning labour market and stimulates enterprise and innovation through the movement of 

people.  If this funding proposal is not approved the integrity of the rebuild could be placed at risk. There 

���� �]Pv](]��v�� �}v���µ�v���� ](� Á}�l���� ���� �Æ�o}]���X� dZ]�� � Á]oo� ��(o���� }v� E�Á� ���o�v�[�� ���µ���]}v�

internationally as a safe place to work and potentially have a significant economic impact through New 

���o�v�[�� ]v��]o]�Ç� �}� �������� �l]oo��� u]P��v�� o��}µ�X� � �����Z��� ]v� o��}µ�� ���v������ Á]oo� ]v������U�

investigations will be delayed (or not undertaken) and compliance issues will increase in Canterbury 

because the Ministry is not resourced to assist and support businesses, and to provide assurance or target 

the drivers of adverse outcomes. This will create an anti-competitive environment allowing opportunistic 

businesses to gain an advantage over others damaging the immediate and medium term business 

environment in Canterbury. 

 

If partial funding of this initiative is an option, please describe how partial funding might work:  

Partial funding is not an option.  The new initiative is based on minimum requirements deemed necessary 

to ensure a safe rebuild.  This proposal has been developed to ensure that costs are minimised by 

leveraging off the existing resources of each agency. 

kriebles
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MS02: Increased Operational Capability for Trading Standards 

Initiative Name Vote Group Contact Person 

Increased 

Operational 

Capability for Trading 

Standards 

Consumer Affairs Market Services Sanjai Raj, Group 

Manager 

Describe what this funding request is for and what the expected results from this spending are: 

There is an identified need for Trading Standards to increase its market presence and operational 

activities to mitigate current and emerging marketplace risks in the product safety and trade 

measurement areas. In addition to this the Consumer Law Reform Bill (Bill) introduces a number of 

legislative changes including new enforcement powers and mandatory reporting of product recalls that 

will require increased funding and operational capability to effectively implement.  This work will 

]v�oµ����Z����À�o}�u�v���v����u]v]�����]}v�}(���E��]}v�o� ZtZ}o��}(�'}À��vu�v�[�Z���oo��website for 

business and consumer use. 

 

Budget 2014 

 

Funding Sought at Budget 2014 2014/15 

$0.000m 

2015/16 

$0.000m 

2016/17 

$0.000m 

2017/18 

$0.000m 

Operating     

Operating funding sought 1.800 1.800 1.800 1.800 

Capital funding sought - - - - 

Describe how, if the funding sought represents the total amount required for the initiative - and if not, 

what the total is and where the additional funds are coming from:  

Yes the funding request is for the entire initiative. 

Describe if this initiative might require additional funding in future years: 

Yes if proposals in the Bill are accepted and legislation enacted. 

Describe how this new funding request supports the Government[s priorities: 

This funding initiative supports the Government[s goal of building a more competitive and productive 

economy, and delivering better public services. 

Describe how this new funding request aligns with your Strategic Direction and delivery thereof, as 

described in your 4YP: 

Mitigating current and emerging marketplace risks in the product safety and trade measurement areas 

will support the Ministry[�� ]v���u��]���� }µ��}u�� }(� ��Z]�À]vP� �� ��µ����� �v�� �}u���]�]À�� Á�oo-

functioning market. 

Describe why this new initiative cannot be funded within baselines: 

Insufficient departmental funding exists to implement the legislative changes in the Bill. 

Describe what other activities are already being undertaken, either within your agency or across the 

State sector, to address the issue this new funding will look to address: 

The Ministry is accountable for product safety and trade measurement operational and policy areas. 

Describe the implication if this funding is not approved: 

Would be unable to implement the legislative changes in the Bill. 

If partial funding of this initiative is an option, please describe how partial funding might work:  

All funding is required. 
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MS03: Early intervention mediation & facilitation services for building disputes 

Initiative Name Vote Group Contact Person 

Early intervention 

mediation & 

facilitation services 

for building disputes 

Housing Market Services Adrienne Meikle 

Describe what this funding request is for and what the expected results from this spending are: 

The Building Amendment Act 2013 establishes an early intervention mediation service that assists the 

parties to a dispute to resolve their dispute quickly and cheaply. 

 

Budget 2014 

 

Funding Sought at Budget 2014 2014/15 

$0.000m 

2015/16 

$0.000m 

2016/17 

$0.000m 

2017/18 

$0.000m 

Operating     

Operating funding sought 1.500 1.500 1.500 1.500 

Describe how, if the funding sought represents the total amount required for the initiative - and if 

not, what the total is and where the additional funds are coming from: 

Funding will be required for early intervention mediation and facilitation services for building disputes.  

There are two possible sources of funding for the new service; 

x User pays via an application fee 

x The building levy collected under the Building Act 2004 (Act) 

There is a legislative barrier to using the building levy to fund the new early intervention mediation 

service. The permitted uses of the building levy are limited by the functions of the Chief Executive of the 

Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, as stated in the Building Act 2004.  Currently the 

provision of an early intervention mediation service is not a function of the Chief Executive under the 

Act. The Building Amendment Act 2013 enables the building levy to be used to fund the early 

intervention mediation service, if the levy is determined to be the most appropriate source of funding. 

Decisions on funding for the new early intervention mediation service will be made as part of Budget 

2014 and be accompanied by an impact analysis. The above figures are based on recent ministerial 

briefings and feedback on the scale of intervention being considered.     

Describe if this initiative might require additional funding in future years: 

Yes as the Building Amendment Act 2013 became law on 27 November. 

Describe why this new initiative cannot be funded within baselines: 

Insufficient department funding exists.   This initiative requires funding for additional resource and a 

comprehensive information, education advice strategy and campaign.  

Describe what other activities are already being undertaken, either within your agency or across the 

State sector, to address the issue this new funding will look to address: 

The new Building Amendment Act 2013 results from a comprehensive review of the Building Act, and 

includes a package of changes aimed at lifting the overall performance of the building and construction 

centre.       

Describe the implication if this funding is not approved: 

Would be unable to implement the new Building Amendment Act 2013. 

If partial funding of this initiative is an option, please describe how partial funding might work:  

All funding is required.  
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MS05: Intellectual Property Office of New Zealand (IPONZ) 

Initiative Name Vote Group Contact Person 

Intellectual Property 

Office of New 

Zealand (IPONZ) 

Commerce Market Services Liz Thomson 

Describe what this funding request is for and what the expected results from this spending are. 

The introduction of the Patents Act 2013 (Act) strengthens the criteria for granting a patent which in 

turn leads to an increase in examination time to assess patents eligibility. 

 

 

Budget 2014 

 

Funding Sought at Budget 2014 2014/15 

$0.000m 

2015/16 

$0.000m 

2016/17 

$0.000m 

2017/18 

$0.000m 

Operating     

Operating funding sought 1.350 1.350 1.350 1.350 

Capital     

Capital funding sought     

Describe how, if the funding sought represents the total amount required for the initiative - and if 

not, what the total is and where the additional funds are coming from: 

IPONZ will investigate revising their fee structure. The structure will better align the current fees with 

true costs, while introducing new charging points for additional services required under the new Act.  

Describe if this initiative might require additional funding in future years: 

Yes  

Describe why this new initiative cannot be funded within baselines: 

This initiative requires funding for additional resource to assess patents eligibility as a result of the 

introduction of the Act. Insufficient department funding exists.    

Describe what other activities are already being undertaken, either within your agency or across the 

State sector, to address the issue this new funding will look to address: 

The new Act results from a comprehensive review of the intellectual property regime, the amendments 

form a package of changes aimed at lifting overall performance. The Ministry is accountable for New 

���o�v�[��intellectual property, and no other Crown led intellectual property activities exist. 

Describe the implication if this funding is not approved: 

Would be unable to implement the new legislation.  It is envisaged that this will be funded by an 

increase in fee payer revenue. 

If partial funding of this initiative is an option, please describe how partial funding might work:  

All funding is required.  
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MS06: Insolvency Practitioners Bill 

Initiative Name Vote Group Contact Person 

Insolvency 

Practitioners Bill 

Commerce Market Services Liz Thomson 

Describe what this funding request is for and what the expected results from this spending are: 

The Insolvency Practitioners Bill (Bill) creates powers to restrict or prohibit individuals from providing 

insolvency services, and strengthens measures to automatically disqualify insolvency practitioners.  

Changes to the registry system are required to meet the requirements of the Bill if enacted. 

 

 

Budget 2014 

 

Funding Sought at Budget 2014 2014/15 

$0.000m 

2015/16 

$0.000m 

2016/17 

$0.000m 

2017/18 

$0.000m 

Operating     

Operating funding sought 0.094 0.163 0.157 0.151 

Capital     

                             

 

   

Describe how, if the funding sought represents the total amount required for the initiative - and if 

not, what the total is and where the additional funds are coming from: 

Subject to acceptance of the Bill, funding will be required to amend the registry system to restrict or 

prohibit individuals from providing insolvency services. It is envisaged that this will be funded by fee 

payer revenue. 

Describe if this initiative might require additional funding in future years: 

Yes if proposals in the Bill are accepted and legislation enacted. 

Describe why this new initiative cannot be funded within baselines: 

This initiative requires funding for amendments to the register that is not funded under current fee 

payer revenue.    

Describe what other activities are already being undertaken, either within your agency or across the 

State sector, to address the issue this new funding will look to address: 

The Bill results from a comprehensive review of the Insolvency Act, the amendments form a package of 

changes aimed at lifting overall performance.  

Describe the implication if this funding is not approved: 

Would be unable to implement the new legislation if the Bill is passed.  It is envisaged that this will be 

funded by new fee payer revenue. 

If partial funding of this initiative is an option, please describe how partial funding might work:  

All funding is required.  
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MS07: Changes to the Business Register 

Initiative Name Vote Group Contact Person 

Changes to the 

Business Register 

Commerce Market Services Liz Thomson 

Describe what this funding request is for and what the expected results from this spending are: 

Changes to the business register to reflect the Companies and Limited Partnerships Amendment Bill 

(Bill) which amends the Companies Act 1993 and the Limited Partnerships Act 2008 so as to increase 

confidence in New Zealand's financial markets and regulation of corporate forms including Inland 

Revenue Employer Registration.  

 

Budget 2014 

 

Funding Sought at Budget 2014 2014/15 

$0.000m 

2015/16 

$0.000m 

2016/17 

$0.000m 

2017/18 

$0.000m 

Operating     

Operating funding sought 0.164 0.155 0.146 0.136 

Capital     

Capital funding sought  

 

   

Describe how, if the funding sought represents the total amount required for the initiative - and if 

not, what the total is and where the additional funds are coming from: 

Subject to acceptance of the Bill funding will be required to amend the registry system. It is envisaged 

that this will be funded by fee payer revenue. 

Describe if this initiative might require additional funding in future years: 

Yes if proposals in the Bill are accepted and legislation enacted. 

Describe why this new initiative cannot be funded within baselines: 

This initiative requires funding for amendments to the register that is not funded under current fee 

payer revenue.    

Describe what other activities are already being undertaken, either within your agency or across the 

State sector, to address the issue this new funding will look to address: 

The Bill results from a comprehensive review of the Companies Act 1993 and the Limited Partnerships 

Act 2008 so as to increase confidence in New Zealand's financial markets and regulation of corporate 

forms 

Describe the implication if this funding is not approved: 

Would be unable to implement the new legislation if the Bill is passed.  It is envisaged that this will be 

funded by fee payer revenue. 

If partial funding of this initiative is an option, please describe how partial funding might work:  

All funding is required.  
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IRM06: Queenstown Lakes Community Housing Trust tax liability 

Initiative Name Vote Group Contact Person 

Queenstown Lakes 

Community Housing 

Trust tax liability 

Housing Infrastructure & Resource 

Markets 

Nicola Blackburn/Kevan 

Scott 

 

Describe what this funding request is for and what the expected results from this spending are: 

This is a one-off payment from Vote Housing to cover the Queenstown Lakes Community Housing 

d�µ��[��~Y>�,d����Æ�o]��]o]�Ç�����P������Ç����]v���}v�îõ�K��}����îìíï�~����D]v�~íï��ïó/6). 

/v�îììõU��Z��]�]���^��À]����~(}�u��oÇ��Z���Z��]�]����}uu]��]}v�������u]v����Z���Y>�,dZ���µ��}�����v��

activities were not charitable and de-registered them as a charity.  This decision was upheld by the High 

Court in 2011.  As a result, QLCHT lost its charities-related tax exemption, and retrospective tax 

legislation means that QLCHT must start paying tax from the date of its inception in the 2008/09 tax 

year.   

The final tax liability is not yet finalised as QLCHT is in dispute with Inland Revenue.  The estimated final 

amount including income tax, penalties and use-of-money interest is expected to be around $6m.  the 

Ministry is awaiting confirmation of this figure by Inland Revenue. 

Describe how the expected results will be measured: 

This spending will not be measured. 

 

Budget 2014 

 

Funding Sought at Budget 2014 2014/15 

$0.000m 

2015/16 

$0.000m 

2016/17 

$0.000m 

2017/18 

$0.000m 

Operating     

Operating funding sought $6.000m* - - - 

Capital     

Capital funding sought - - - - 

* Not yet finalised 

Describe how, if the funding sought represents the total amount required for the initiative - and if not, 

what the total is and where the additional funds are coming from: 

Once the final tax liability is confirmed by Inland Revenue this will be the total amount required from 

Vote Housing.   

Describe if this initiative might require additional funding in future years: 

No additional funding will be required once the tax liability is confirmed and paid. 

Describe how this new funding request supports the Government[s priorities: 

dZ]�� (µv�]vP� ���µ���� �µ��}���� �� ���]�]}v�u���� �Ç� ���]v��� �}� (µv�� Y>�,d[�� ��Æ� o]��]o]�Ç� (�}u� s}���

Housing. 

Describe how this new funding request aligns with your Strategic Direction and delivery thereof, as 

described in your 4YP: 

TZ]�� (µv�]vP� ���µ���� �µ��}���� �� ���]�]}v�u���� �Ç� ���]v��� �}� (µv�� Y>�,d[�� ��Æ� o]��]o]�Ç� (�}u� s}���

Housing. 
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Describe why this new initiative cannot be funded within baselines: 

There are no surplus funds available within existing appropriations that can be used to fund this tax 

liability in the 2013/14 year.  A proposal to use unspent money from the untagged Tamaki capital 

contingent was not supported by Treasury.   

Describe what other activities are already being undertaken, either within your agency or across the 

State sector, to address the issue this new funding will look to address: 

No other activities are being undertaken. 

Describe the implication if this funding is not approved: 

dZ]�� (µv�]vP� ���µ���� �µ��}���� �� ���]�]}v�u���� �Ç� ���]v��� �}� (µv�� Y>�,d[�� tax liability from Vote 

Housing. 

If partial funding of this initiative is an option, please describe how partial funding might work:  

Partial funding is not an option. 
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Appendix 2: Crown entities linkage to 
MBIE outcomes (By Vote) Grow New Zea land for all 

More productive and 
internationally competitive 

businesses 

Increased opportunities for 
all New Zealanders to 

participate in the economy 

MBIE desired results {intermediate outcomes): 

Trusted, Reliable infrastructure Safe, healthy and Skilled and safe Productive and Improved business Improved international 
competitive and and responsible affordab le homes workplaces successfu l people, capability and higher levels flows of people, ideas, 
well-functioning development of natural and bui ldings communities and of innovation investment and trade 

markets resources regions 

Contributing Crown Entities associated wit h MBIE 

Commerce Commission Housing 

Financial Markets 
Authority 

Takeovers Panel 

External 
Reporting Board 

Retirement 
Commissioner 

New Zealand 
Venture Investment 
Fund 

Standards Cou neil 

Key: Relevant Vote: 

Crown Fibre Holdings* 

Electricity Authority 

New Zealand 
Corporation * 

Tamak1 
Redevelopment 
Company Ltd* 

Energy Efficiency & Conservation Authority 

The Accident 
Compensation 
Corporation {ACC) * 

WorkSafe New 
Zealand 
{from Dec. 2013) 

FairWay Resolution 
(ex DRSL) 

New Zealand Trade and Enterprise 

Callaghan Innovation 

REANZ (Research & Education Advanced Network NZ Ltd - KAREN) 

Testing Laboratory 
Registration Cou neil 

New Zealand 
Tourism Board 

Crown Research Institutes: 
• AgResearch 
• Institute of Environmenta l Science & Research 
• GNS Science 
• Landcare Research 
• National Institute of Water & Atmospheric 

Research 
• Scion 
• Plant and Food Research 

Tertiary Education Commission* * 
Education 
New Zealand ** 

I Commerce 0 ACC I I I 0 Science& 
Labour Energy Communications Housing Innovation 

Economic o Employment 
Development 

Tourism I Consumer Affairs 

* Monitored by Treasury ** Monitored by MOE 
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A high performing MBIE: 2013- 2017 oRAFTlo.l2.20l3 

OUR PURPOSE AND TARGETS 

Grow NZ for all 

MORE 
COMPETITIVE 
BUSINESSES 

Double labour 
productivitY growth 

From a me<llan housl!'hold tr'I(Ome of 
arCK.nd SlJOO to StBoo aweeiL 

TARGETS 

lOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR ALL 

Unemployment 
under.tt% 

Increase exports/GOP ratio to 40% 

AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING 

Lower ratio or housing 
costs to Income 

TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE GROWTH FOR AU WE AIM TO DELIVER: 

trusted, competitive and well-regulated markets 

r sklll!dandsafeworkplaces 

responsible development of Nit \Kill resources 

safe, healthy and .rtordable homes and buildings 

Improved business capability and higher levels oflmOYatlon 

r rellablelnfrasuucrure 

productive and successrul people, communities and regions 

Improved International nows of people, Ideas, lnvesuneot and trade. 

We provide clear and compelling leadership to help megcrvemmtnt sa and II'T'Iplement an ambitious buslnus grOWth agenda. 

i 
OUR PORTFOLIO OF PRIORITY PROGRAMMES 

Increasing the economic Increasing Auckland's 
contribution of the skills, Building a world-class contribution to the economy 
science and Innovation health and safety regime and improving outcomes for 

systems Aucklanders 

Responsible Maximizing net economic Deliver He Kai Kei Aku Ringa 
development of value from NZ's -Crown-Maori Economic 

petroleum and minerals relationship with China Development Partnership 

Deliver Vision 2015 

Building well-
functioning housing and 

construction markets 

Delivering end-to-end to 

end excellence across all 
MBIE's regulatory systems 

Rebuilding 
Canterbury 

to Increase quality, 

flexibility and lower cost 
immigration services 

Deliver on BPS 9 (and 
support delivery of 

BPSlOl 

Making It easier to do 
business in MBIE 

Improved information for 
decision making 

Strategy Implementation Steering Committee Capability Steering Committee 

OUR CHARACTER 

We will achieve our targets by working in the following ways: 

SHAPE 

Shape - we shape the agenda 

by challenging the status 

quo, and by generating and 

adopting new ideas, to bring 

those ideas to life. 

OUR OPERATING MODEL 

Success in 4 years will look like: 

) We are clear about what we will do, why we are 
doing it, and who is responsible. 

> We plan and priorltise based on strong knowledge 
of our business and stakeholder perspectives, 
our expertise and good data, and lessons from 
the past. 

> We are flexible. We change priorities and move 
resources quickly when that will Increase our 
Impact. 

Priorities for 2014: 

> Develop and promote a MBIE view of the economy 
and our role In lifting economic performance. 

> Ensure the rationale and actions are clear for 
each of our portfolio programmes, and they are 
resourced to succeed. 

> Develop a Strategic Financial Planning framework 
so that we know our revenue and cost drivers and 
the value of our investments. 

COLLABORATE DELIVER 

Collaborate - we support 

each other, engage early and 

proactively partner in pursuit 

of shared goals. 

Deliver - we have a can do 

attitude, take ownership, act 

with purpose, urgency and 

discipline, take calculated 

risks, celebrate success and 

learn as we go. 

Success In 4 years will look like: 

) We are all highly engaged in achieving MBIE's 
targets and meeting our customers' needs. 

~ We are trusted, accurate, timely and joined-up
internally and externally. 

> Our cu lture of Shape, Collaborate and Deliver is 
evident in all our behaviours. 

Priorities for 2014: 

) Deepen our knowledge of markets, firms and 
sectors. 

> Strengthen our connections with stakeholders, 
including by Jointly developing new approaches. 

> Delegate to the lowest possible level. 

> Improve our human resources frameworks so they 
support us in working effectively. 

Live Shape, Collaborate and Deliver. 

ASSESS & HOLD TO ACCOUNT 
rr r• 

Success in 4 years will look like: 

) Our governance arrangements are fit-for-purpose. 

> We hold ourselves to the same standards we 
expect of others. We challenge ourselves, accept 
constructive feedback and act upon it. 

, We are proud of our achievements and celebrate 
them. 

Priorities for 2014: 

> Measure and evaluate what matters most. 

> Celebrate our achievements and progress. 

> Identify actions arising from engagement and 
pulse surveys and follow through. 

> Improve our governance arrangements and 
capability. 

, Be open, honest and clear In performance 
discussions. 

, Hold ourselves to account for effective 
management of our assets, investments and 
budgets. 

Strengthen our connections across MBIE, including via communities of practice and centres of excellence. 

Make It easy to do business internally. 

Improve the quality and accessibility of information, to support advice and decision making. 

STRATEGY SYSTEM 
) Areas of potential new business (opportunities I risks) 

> 'Game changing' in existing areas of business 

Based on deep understanding of customers, 
markets, economy and opportunities I risks 

> New approaches to existing prloritlesJolned-up end-to
end projects 

> Easler to do business Internally 

Audit and Risk Committee Capit al Portfolio Committee 

EXTENDED LEADERSHIP TEAM 
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